The way we live, work, travel, and gather has been forever changed. Many of these transitions were forced upon us, by-products of the COVID-19 pandemic. But good can come out of hardship. As leaders, we can harness the current atmosphere of change to create a better tomorrow. And we can do it together. This mission is the focus of the Fortune Most Powerful Women community in 2021: Building a more resilient, more inclusive, and more sustainable future. Emerging stronger.

Over the last year, the Most Powerful Women membership quickly evolved to meet new demands, exchanging the stasis of shock for an opportunity to connect digitally. We have discovered new ways of sharing professional and personal challenges, surfacing insights and solutions, and even feeling over a virtual platform—laughing, mourning, and healing amidst the current challenges facing our world. Even as we plan to resume in-person gatherings in 2021, we are forever changed.

In that spirit of revival and reimagination, we ask you to join us as we activate a new vision of engagement among Fortune’s Most Powerful Women community. Plan to take advantage of all the programs and benefits below, with an expanded membership through December 2021.

Fortune Most Powerful Women Summit, Live
October 11–13, 2021, Washington, DC

We know it seems in the distant future, but in-person gatherings will be back—and more important than ever as we rebuild ourselves, our communities, and our companies. We look forward to welcoming you back in person to the annual MPW Summit in 2021.

MPW Conversations With…
Year-round

Join us for deep insights and exclusive access to powerful women leading change across all aspects of business and society. Our Zoom meetings, held throughout the year, offer the chance to hear from, and ask questions of, leaders in health care, government, business, nonprofits, and the arts. At 60 minutes, start to finish, these sessions keep all of us informed and inspired.

MPW Professional Councils
Year-round

MPW peers will convene around issues specific to an organizational role. These individual small-group discussions will continue in 2021 for members in the following roles: CHRO, CMO, CEO/Founder, CFO, CIO/CTO, and Chief Counsel.
Paying It Forward Dialogues
Summer 2021
These important dialogues, between MPW leaders and their daughters, nieces, friends, and younger colleagues, are designed for both sharing and listening. MPW members are encouraged to invite high school and university students as well as entry-level professional women to join them for these sessions. These dialogues are our time to pass along advice and insight...and also our opportunity to listen and find out what Gen Z really thinks!

Fortune Live Media
Year-round
MPW members will also receive complimentary access to other Fortune events including Fortune Brainstorm Health Virtual Conference on April 27-28, 2021 and the Fortune Global Forum, June 2021. More to come!

Fortune MPW Leadership Survey
September 2021
Launched in 2020, the Fortune MPW Annual Survey takes the pulse of MPW list and Summit participants around global business issues and the state of the world. Findings are shared with the community.

MPW Lab
Fall 2021
The MPW Lab will set the stage for pursuit of personal and professional exploration. From meaningful conversations to discussions of a best-selling book, or the creation of a Moroccan tagine, MPW members will have the opportunity to indulge their curiosity together and connect around lively experiences and deep intellectual pursuits.

MPW Member Portal
Year-round
The MPW Portal is a private resource for members, including a member blog, news updates, contact directory, and a calendar of all MPW opportunities in one place, online.

Plus you will automatically receive...

Access to Fortune Premium, including Fortune.com articles, video on demand library, Fortune list analysis and proprietary data reports, company and industry archives, investment briefings, and the newly designed print magazine.

For more information about all of these events, and to activate your membership, please contact Ashley Alebiosu, ashley.alebiosu@fortune.com.